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SKILLSOFT COMPLIANCE ON PERCIPIO - 2021 SUMMER UPDATE 

SKILLSOFT COMPLIANCE LEARNER EXPERIENCE IMPROVEMENTS 

At the beginning of September, customers using Skillsoft Compliance on Percipio will see an updated learner experience. 
This update more closely aligns the compliance experience with Percipio, while simultaneously introducing 
enhancements based on customer feedback and our own user research.  This document details the upcoming changes and 
addresses questions customers may have. 

 

LIST OF ENHANCEMENTS AND CHANGES 

 
Much of the learner experience has been updated to introduce improvements that align more closely with Percipio.  Some 
examples include: background and font colors have been adjusted, the header navigation bar has been redesigned, and 
modal overlays have been improved. 

 
With the introduction of the multi-page layout, a breadcrumb has been added to help learners navigate through the site. 
For customers that license Percipio and Skillsoft Compliance, a “Home” link will be present in the breadcrumb to take 
learners back to Percipio.  For customers that only license compliance content, the home link will take learners to their 
Compliance assignments page. 

 
Previously, a large portion of the Skillsoft Compliance learner experience was composed of a non-customizable banner 
that contained a generic message and background image.  To improve discoverability of compliance assignments, the 
banner has been removed and required assignments have been moved to the top of the page.   

 
All assignments are now visible without scrolling through a carousel. Now assignments display in a grid layout ordered by 
due date. 

 
 Learners will only be able to launch content with accessibility mode enabled if they are using Chrome or IE11 (Skillsoft's 
accessible browsers for the RIA player).  When using another browser, the toggle will be replaced with information on 
how to enable content accessibility. 
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The Skillsoft Compliance updated learner experience has been divided into three pages: Assignments, Player, and 
Training History.  Previously, Assignments and History shared the same page, which could cause usability issues for 
learners who had a long history of training.

Assignments Page 
Learners land here when they first access Skillsoft Compliance.  Additionally, learners can access this page by 
clicking their name from the Compliance UI and selecting "Assignments" from the dropdown menu.  
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Player Page 
Stock compliance content and Certitude assets will display directly within Skillsoft Compliance.  Previously, all 
assets opened in a new window or tab. 
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Training History Page 
Learners can access their current and past assignments by clicking their name and selecting "Training History" 
from the dropdown menu. 
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Both Certitude assets and Skillsoft's stock compliance content that uses the RIA player will now display directly within 
the Skillsoft Compliance learner experience.  This is an improvement on the current experience, which launches content 
in a new window and requires learners to interact with an additional modal window after completing or closing that 
window. 

Note: all custom content will continue to open in a new window as it does today. 

 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

The target release date is September 7, 2021. 

No.  This is an update that will be automatically pushed to all learners. 

While the overall learner experience for Skillsoft Compliance has been enhanced, many of the individual components have 
remained intact, which means much of the current VPAT is still accurate.  That said, there are plans to re-audit the 
Compliance UI and update the VPAT later in 2021. 

Many of the UI improvements will also apply to the mobile layout.  However, there may be some differences due to the 
nature of mobile platforms.  For instance, all courses will continue to launch in their own window on mobile devices to 
ensure that the content displays accurately. 


